We study sleep/wake scheduling for low-duty cycle sensor networks. 1 Our work is different from previous work in that we explicitly consider the effect of the synchronization error. We study a widely used synchronization scheme and show that the synchronization error is non-negligible, and using a conservative guard time is energy wasteful. Hence, we formulate an optimization problem to minimize the expected energy consumption, with the constraint that the message capture probability should be no less than a threshold. We find that the problem is non-convex, hence cannot be solved by conventional convex optimization techniques. By investigating the unique structure of the problem, we transform the problem into a convex equivalent, and solve it using an efficient search method. Simulations show that our scheme significantly outperforms schemes that do not intelligently consider the synchronization error. We also remove the assumption that the capture probability threshold is given, and study how to decide it to meet the Quality of Services (QoS) requirements of the application.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important class of sensor network applications is applications employing a large number of sensor nodes, where each sensor periodically produces a small amount of data and reports to a single (or a few) base station(s). This application class includes many typical sensor network applications such as habitat monitoring [1] , [2] , civil structure monitoring [3] , and factory maintenance [4] . Several practical systems have been developed for these applications.
To manage the large number of sensor nodes in such applications, a scalable method is to periodically group sensors within a geographical region into a cluster. The sensors can be managed locally by a cluster head (CH) -a node elected to coordinate the nodes within the cluster and to be responsible for communication between the cluster and the base station or other cluster heads. Clustering provides a convenient framework for resource management, data fusion, and local decision making [5] - [7] . One problem with clustering is that the cluster head is heavily utilized for both intra-cluster coordination and inter-cluster communications. Therefore, the cluster head will quickly deplete its energy. To address this concern, periodic re-clustering is performed to distribute the energy consumption among sensor nodes.
Sleep/wake scheduling has also been proposed to reduce energy consumption in sensor networks. The basic idea is to put the radio to sleep during idle times and wake it up right before message transmission/reception. This requires finegrained synchronization between the sender and the receiver, so that they can wake up at the same time to communicate with each other. Prior work on sleep/wake scheduling assumes that the underlying synchronization protocol can provide nearly perfect (e.g., micro-second level) synchronization, or assumes an upper bound on the clock disagreement, and uses it as a guard time to compensate for the synchronization error. The awake period is lengthened by the guard time to combat synchronization errors. In practice, due to non-deterministic errors in time synchronization, as time progresses, clock disagreement becomes more and more significant. Periodic resynchronization can prevent the clocks from drifting, but for low duty cycle sensor networks, frequent re-synchronization would consume a significant amount of energy compared to communication/sensing. Using an upper bound on clock disagreement as guard time will also significantly waste energy, since the synchronization error is non-deterministic.
In this work, we study the sleep/wake scheduling problem in clustered low duty cycle sensor networks. The nodes in the cluster are assumed to continuously monitor their environment and periodically report to the cluster head. Because the traffic is highly regular and the load is very low, the cluster head can go to sleep when no activity is present, and only wake up intermittently to send and receive messages. The following question hence becomes critical: When should the cluster head wake up and how long should it stay active?
With perfect synchronization, the cluster head and the cluster member simply agree upon a time and wake up simultaneously. We investigate a widely used synchronization scheme, proposed in the well-known Reference Broadcast Synchronization protocol [8] . We find that this scheme, although it achieves precise synchronization immediately after the exchange of synchronization messages, has non-negligible clock disagreement as time progresses. This, in fact, is true for most synchronization schemes, i.e., due to non-deterministic factors, the synchronization error will grow with time until the next exchange of synchronization messages. We conclude that the design of an effective sleep/wake scheduling algorithm must take into account the impact of synchronization error, and study the optimal sleep/wake scheduling scheme with consideration of the synchronization error. We show that there is an inherent trade-off between energy consumption and message delivery performance (defined as the message capture probability in this work). In order to reduce energy consumption but still guarantee high message delivery performance, we formulate an optimization problem to minimize the expected energy consumption, with the constraint that the message capture probability should be no less than a threshold. The optimization problem is non-convex. However, by investigating the unique structure of the problem, we are able to transform it into a convex equivalent, and solve it using an efficient search method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work. Section III describes the system model and formulates the problem. Section IV gives our sleep/wake scheduling algorithm and discusses implementation considerations. Section V presents the simulation results. Section VI studies how to assign the message capture probability threshold for messages from each individual node to meet the Quality of Services (QoS) requirements of the application. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
We first discuss time synchronization, then review previous work on sleep/wake scheduling.
A. Time Synchronization for Sensor Networks
Time synchronization has been studied in the context of wireless sensor networks [8] - [16] . Clock disagreement among sensor nodes is essentially due to two effects: phase offset and clock skew. Phase offset corresponds to clock disagreement between nodes at a given instant. Clock skew is because the crystal oscillators used on sensor nodes are imperfect, i.e., there is a difference between the expected frequency and the actual frequency. Further, the frequency may be time varying due to environmental factors, including variations in temperature and pressure [17] . Due to clock skew, clocks diverge over time.
Several synchronization protocols have been proposed to estimate the phase offset and clock skew. Elson et al. [8] proposed a receiver-receiver synchronization scheme called Reference-Broadcast Synchronization (RBS). In RBS, a node sends beacons to its neighbors using physical-layer broadcast. The recipients use the arrival time of the broadcast as a reference point to compare their times. RBS removes the nondeterminism in the transmission time, channel access time, and propagation delay. The only non-determinism is in the packet reception time. To estimate the clock skew and phase offset, least square linear regression is used. Ganeriwal et al. [10] propose a sender-receiver synchronization approach called Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks (TPSN). The TPSN approach time-stamps synchronization messages at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. It eliminates errors caused by access time and propagation delay via two way message exchange. A shortcoming of TPSN is that it does not estimate the clock skew of the nodes. Maroti et al. [13] combine the MAC layer time-stamping of TPSN with clock skew estimation using linear regression, and demonstrate improved performance. In both RBS and TPSN, measurements show that the synchronization error follows a well-behaved normal distribution with zero mean. We will use this observation to model the error distribution in our work.
Both RBS and TPSN give high-precision synchronization, i.e., the clock disagreement immediately after the exchange of synchronization messages is on the order of several tens of microseconds. However, due to the estimation error in the clock skew, the clock disagreement becomes more significant as time progresses.
B. Sleep/Wake Scheduling for Sensor Networks
Sleep/wake scheduling for sensor networks has been extensively investigated [18] - [25] . The basic idea is to put the radio to sleep during idle times, and wake it up right before message transmission/reception. This requires fine-grained synchronization between the sender and the receiver, so that they can wake up at the same time to communicate with each other. Existing sleep/wake scheduling schemes either assume that the underlying synchronization protocol can provide nearly perfect (e.g., micro-second level) synchronization, or assume an upper bound on the clock disagreement, and use it as a guard time to compensate for the synchronization error. However, as pointed out in Section II-A, existing synchronization protocols like RBS or TPSN achieve micro-second level synchronization at the time instant immediately following the exchange of synchronization messages. But due to estimation errors in the clock skew, the clocks will gradually drift as time progresses, until the next exchange of synchronization messages. To see how significant the clock disagreement can be, consider two nodes that have agreed to rendezvous on the radio channel once every 100 seconds to exchange a 20-byte message. Using a 19.2 kbps radio such as RF Monolithics [26] , 20 bytes can be transmitted in about 8 ms. The radio must be awakened early to account for clock disagreement. Let the estimation error of the clock skew be 10 ppm 2 , i.e., the clocks of the two nodes drift away from each other 10 μs each second. After 100 seconds, the clocks will drift by 10 μs × 100 = 1 ms, which is non-negligible compared to the actual message transmission time. Ye and Heidemann [28] considered the effect of synchronization error in the design of a polling-based MAC protocol called Scheduled Channel Polling (SCP). In SCP, the receivers periodically poll the channel for network activity, and the sender uses a preamble to wake up the receiver before sending the actual message. To accommodate the clock disagreement, they extend the preamble by a guard time, which is equal to the product of the maximum clock skew and the time elapsed since the last synchronization. Using this worst case clock disagreement as the guard time can compensate for the synchronization error; however, energy efficiency can be further improved by exploiting the non-deterministic nature of the synchronization error.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the example of a cluster which has been constructed using an existing clustering protocol (e.g., [5] - [7] ). The cluster consists of a single cluster head (CH) and M cluster member nodes n 1 , n 2 , . . . n M (Fig. 1(a) ). Time is divided into recurring epochs with constant duration T e . As with many MAC protocols for sensor networks [19] - [21] , each epoch begins with a synchronization interval, T s , followed by a transmission interval ( Fig. 1(b) ). During the synchronization interval, the cluster members synchronize with the CH, and no transmissions are allowed. During the transmission interval, each member continuously monitors its environment and sends one message to the CH every T seconds. Each transmission interval contains one or more rounds of transmissions, i.e., T e = T s + N T, N ≥ 1. The transmissions from different members are equispaced, i.e., transmissions from node n i and n i+1 are separated by T M . Re-clustering of the network may occur at a lower frequency than synchronization, i.e., the time between re-clustering the network consists of one or more epochs.
. . . We make the following assumptions about our system: (1) Communication pattern: In this work, we focus on intra-cluster communications. Another important question is: after a CH receives messages from its members, how can it transmit messages to the base station (possibly via other cluster heads), and how can it wake up to relay messages from other cluster heads? This can be achieved, for example, by further dividing each transmission interval into two subintervals. One subinterval is for intra-cluster communications, and the other is for inter-cluster communications when the CH is always active. In the remainder of the paper, we only focus on intracluster communications. Our future work plans include considering the problem of energy-efficient sleep/wake scheduling for inter-cluster communications.
CH

(a) A cluster with a single head and multiple member nodes
We further assume that neighboring clusters use orthogonal frequency channels and do not interfere with each other. This assumption is reasonable since the data rate requirements of sensor networks are usually low, typically around 10−40 kbps. If we assume the radios operate in ISM-900 bands (902−928 MHz), then we have more than a thousand frequency bands to choose from.
(2) Clock skew: Vig [17] discussed the behavior of general off-the-shelf crystal oscillators. Because of imprecision in the manufacturing process and aging effects, the frequency of a crystal oscillator may be different from its desirable value. The maximum clock skew is usually specified by the manufacturer and is no larger than 100 ppm. The clock skew, however, can change due to environmental factors, such as variations in temperature, pressure, voltage, radiation, and magnetic fields. Among these environmental factors, temperature has the most significant effect. For general off-the-shelf crystal oscillators, when temperature significantly changes, the variation in the clock skew can be up to several tens of ppm, while the variation caused by other factors is far below 1 ppm. Observe, however, that temperature does not change dramatically within a few minutes in typical sensor environments. If the epoch duration T e is chosen according to the temperature change properties of the environment, we can assume that the clock skew for each node is constant over each epoch. This is consistent with the observations in [16] .
The crystal oscillator used by Mica Motes [27] is one type of off-the-shelf crystal oscillator, with similar characteristics to those discussed above. Specifically, its maximum clock skew can be up to 50 ppm.
(3) Radio hardware: For the transmitter circuit, we assume that the sender can precisely control when the message is sent out onto the channel using its own clock. This is consistent with the measurements in [10] . Therein, it is observed that non-determinism at the sender is negligible compared to nondeterminism at the receiver, i.e., there are minor random effects at the sender.
For the receiver circuit, we assume that if there is an incoming message, the receiver circuit can detect the signal immediately. This is a close approximation of the real situation, since modern transceivers can detect the incoming signal within several microseconds [29] . We further assume that once the receiver circuit detects an incoming message, it can let the processor know, so that the processor will keep the radio active until the reception is completed. This can be easily achieved using a 1-bit status register.
(4) Collisions: We assume that the separation between transmissions from different members, namely, T M , is large enough so that the collision probability between transmissions from different members is negligible. This assumption is reasonable for low duty cycle sensor networks. Consider a large cluster of M = 100 members and each member transmits to the CH every T = 60 seconds. The separation is T M = 600 ms, which is much larger than the message transmission time in sensor networks. In addition, the cluster nodes will be resynchronized before the clock disagreement becomes large enough to cause significant collision probability.
(5) Energy expenditure: Measurements show that among all the sensor node components, the radio consumes the most significant amount of energy. In Section IV, we will show that the computational complexity of our scheduling algorithm is very low. Therefore, in this work, we only account for energy consumption of the radio.
(6) Propagation delay: The communication range for sensor nodes is very short, typically < 100 meters. Therefore, we consider the propagation delay to be negligible.
A. Synchronization Algorithm
We adopt a widely used synchronization scheme, and study the sleep/wake scheduling problem under this scheme 3 . The scheme was first proposed in RBS [8] , and was later adopted by several protocols and system implementations [11] - [15] . The scheme includes two steps: (1) Exchange synchronization messages to obtain multiple pairs of corresponding time instants; (2) Use linear regression to estimate the clock skew and phase offset.
Either a receiver-receiver approach or a sender-receiver approach can be used in the synchronization protocol. For the purpose of intra-cluster communication, the members only need to synchronize locally with the CH. Thus, at the start of each epoch j, each cluster member n i will exchange several synchronization messages with the CH and obtain N s pairs of
Under the assumption that the clock skew of each node does not change over the epoch, the clock time t i of node n i during an epoch is a linear function of the CH clock time
denote the relative clock skew and phase offset (respectively) between n i and CH in epoch j.
Due to the non-determinism in the synchronization protocols, the time correspondence obtained via exchange of synchronization messages is not exactly accurate and contains error, i.e.,
where e i (j, k) is the random error caused by non-determinism in the system. Measurements show that e i (j, k) follows a normal distribution with zero mean N (0, σ 2 0 ), and σ 0 is on the order of several tens of microseconds. Specifically, the chi-square test shows a 99.8% confidence [8] , which strongly indicates the validity of this model.
In each epoch j, pairs (C(j, k), t i (j, k)), k = 1 . . . N s are obtained during the synchronization interval. Then, linear regression is performed on these N s pairs to obtain estimates of a i (j), b i (j), denoted byâ i (j),b i (j).
B. Problem Definition
Suppose that during epoch j, node n i has a packet (message) p to send at CH clock time τ p , where jT e ≤ τ p ≤ (j + 1)T e . The node first translates τ p into its own time using the estimates (â i (j),b i (j)), i.e.,t i (τ p ) =â i (j)τ p +b i (j). Then, it sends out the message att i (τ p ) according to its own clock.
The CH clock time corresponding tot i (τ p ) is:
(2) If the estimation is exact, i.e., (â i (j),b i (j)) = (a i (j), b i (j)), then from Equation (2),τ p = τ p , i.e., n i will transmit precisely at τ p . Under our assumption of negligible propagation delay, τ p is equal to the time at which p should arrive if the synchronization is perfect, i.e., the scheduled arrival time, whileτ p is equal to the time that p actually arrives, i.e., the actual arrival time. Hence,τ p = τ p means that the actual arrival time is exactly the same as the scheduled arrival time. If this is true, the CH simply wakes up at τ p to receive the message.
However, as given in Equation (1), random errors exist in the measurements. Therefore, (â i (j),b i (j)) is also random. As a result, the actual arrival timeτ p will deviate from the scheduled arrival time τ p . To compensate for this random deviation and to "capture" (receive) the message, the CH needs to wake up earlier than τ p and stay active for some time ( Intuitively, if the CH wakes up much earlier than τ p and stays active for a long time, it has a high probability of "capturing" the message; however, waking up early and staying active for a long time wastes energy. In order to reduce energy consumption, yet still guarantee high message delivery performance, we formulate the following optimal sleep/wake scheduling problem which attempts to minimize the expected energy consumption with constraints on the "capture" probability.
Let p be a message from n i to arrive during epoch j, i.e., scheduled arrival time τ p ∈ (jT e , jT e + T e ). Letτ p be the actual arrival time at which p arrives at the CH, as defined in Equation (2). To capture p, the CH wakes up at w p . If the message does not arrive until s p , the CH goes back to sleep at s p ; if the message arrives between w p and s p , the CH remains active until the message is received, which may be earlier or later than s p depending upon the actual arrival time and message length. Our goal is to determine w p and s p to minimize the expected energy consumption as described by the following optimization problem:
where:
• α I /α r is the power consumption during idle/reception time; • L p is the length of the message; • R is the data rate; • fτ p () is the Probability Density Function (PDF) ofτ p ; • th is the threshold on the capture probability, 0 < th < 1.
Its value should be decided by the QoS requirements of the application. In this work, we assume that the value of th is already given and is the same for messages from different cluster members.
In problem (A), the first term corresponds to the expected energy consumption when the message is missed, i.e.,τ p / ∈ (w p , s p ). In this case, the CH stays active during the time interval (w p , s p ) and consumes (s p − w p )α I amount of idle energy. The second term corresponds to the expected energy consumption when the message is received. Suppose the message arrives at x ∈ (w p , s p ), then, in addition to the reception energy, the CH will consume (x − w p )α I amount of idle energy, i.e., the energy needed to remain idle for (w p , x).
IV. SOLUTION
We first compute the PDF fτ p (x), transform the problem, and then solve the equivalent formulation.
By linear regression analysis [30] , we find thatτ p is normally distributed and
where C(j, k) = 
where g(x) is the probability density function for the standard normal distribution, and Q(x) is the complementary cumulative distribution function.
The main difficulty in solving (A1) is that the problem is not a convex optimization problem, which can be easily shown by computing the Hessian matrix. Due to the non-convexity, we cannot use conventional convex optimization techniques [31] to find the optimal solution. Hence, we look into the structure of problem (A1) and show that it has certain unique properties that enable us to transform it into a convex equivalent, and solve the equivalent using an efficient search method.
We start by showing the following lemma. Lemma 1: ∂F ∂s > 0
Proof: We compute ∂F ∂s as follows.
Since Q (s) = − 1 √ 2π e − s 2 2 , put it in and we get
Consequently,
Here is an intuitive explanation of ∂F ∂s > 0. As in (B), we write
We note that the first two terms correspond to the expected idle energy consumption, while the third term corresponds to the expected energy used to receive the message. Suppose the normalized wake up interval is changed from (w, s) to (w, s+ Δ), we observe that:
• The expected energy for receiving the message increases because the capture probability is larger; • The change in the idle energy consumption is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In the figure, t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 are three possible message arrivals, where t 1 ∈ [w, s], t 2 ∈ (s, s + Δ), t 3 / ∈ [w, s + Δ). I i , I i i = 1, 2, 3 are the idle time for the message arrival at t i before and after s is increased to s + Δ, respectively.
-If the message arrival is in [w, s], e.g., t 1 , the idle energy consumption does not change; -If the message arrival is in (s, s + Δ), e.g., t 2 , the idle energy increases; -If the message arrival is at another time, e.g. t 3 , the idle energy increases. Therefore, as the normalized wake up interval changes from (w, s) to (w, s + Δ), the idle energy does not decrease, while the expected receiving energy always increases. This explains why the total energy consumption increases with s. The next proposition shows that the optimal solution always appears at the boundary of the region Q(w) − Q(s) ≥ th.
Proposition 1: Let (w * , s * ) be the optimal solution to (B), then Q(w * ) − Q(s * ) = th. Proof: We prove this by contradiction. Suppose Q(w * ) − Q(s * ) > th.
Because Q(x) is continuous, ∃r 1 > 0 s. t.
As shown in Lemma 1, ∂ ∂s F (w * , s * ) > 0, so
Pick r = min(r 1 , r 2 ), then it satisfies Q(w * )−Q(s * −r) ≥ th and F (w * , s * − r) − F (w * , s * ) < 0, which means that (w * , s * −r) is a feasible point and F (w * , s * −r) is lower than the minimum. This is contradictory to the fact that (w * , s * ) is the optimal solution.
The physical meaning of Q(w * ) − Q(s * ) = th is that under the optimal scheduling policy, the capture probability is always equal to the threshold th. This can be easily understood from Lemma 1. If Q(w) − Q(s) > th, then we reduce s by a small amount (go to sleep earlier by) Δ. From Lemma 1, the total energy consumption decreases, yet the capture probability still exceeds the threshold. Thus, (w, s − Δ) is a better solution than (w, s). Hence, the optimal solution must satisfy Q(w * ) − Q(s * ) = th.
Substituting Q(w * ) − Q(s * ) = th, formulation (A1) becomes:
We further simplify the formulation as follows. First, because th Lp R α r does not depend on w and s, we remove it from F (w, s). Second, all the remaining terms of F (w, s) have σ p α I , so we can extract σ p α I . Finally, we express s as a function of w, s(w) = Q −1 (Q(w) − th), w < Q −1 (th). Now, the formulation becomes:
So far, we have transformed the original formulation (A) into an equivalent formulation (A3). Next, we solve (A3).
We first show that G(w) is a convex function of w. Proposition 2: G (w) > 0. Proof: We will use the following properties of g(x) in the proof: g(x) = g(−x), g (x) = −xg(x).
From formulation (C),
It is sufficient to show that
We first examine s (w). Taking the derivative on both sides of Q(w) − Q(s(w)) = th, we have
Thus,
Since g (x) = −xg(x), we have
].
Since ( x g(x) ) = g(x)+x 2 g(x)
is a strictly increasing function. Therefore,
Next,
As g(w) > 0, it is sufficient to show that
There are three cases: • w < s ≤ 0 By the Mean Value Theorem,
Then
This case can be proved using the Mean Value Theorem as above: observe that 0 ≤ w < s implies g(ζ) g(s) ≥ 1 and
Otherwise, g(w) < g(s) =⇒ w < −s. Hence, by the Mean Value Theorem,
Since G(w) is convex, and the region w ∈ (−∞, Q −1 (th)) is a convex region, then the local minimum is in fact a global minimum. The next proposition gives the position of the global minimum.
Proposition 3: Let w 0 be the global minimum, w l = Q −1 ( 1+th 2 ), w u = min(0, Q −1 (th)), then w 0 ∈ (w l , w u ), and is the unique minimum on this interval.
We give the proof in [32] . Since w 0 is the unique minimum on (w l , w u ), we can use the Golden Search method to find w 0 [33] . The Golden Search method has logarithmic complexity of O(log( 1 δ )), where δ is the required precision. Hence, it can be efficiently implemented.
A. Example Implementation
We now describe an example implementation of our approach.
Cluster Initialization. After the clusters are established, the cluster head (CH) broadcasts the epoch duration T e , synchronization interval T s , and message frequency T to the cluster members, and lets the members know when they should transmit (according to the CH clock). In the following discussion, we will assume that the parameters and the transmission schedules for the members will not change in the system. In cases when these need to be changed, the CH simply makes the change and informs the members.
Synchronization. As we indicated in Section III-A, the synchronization scheme can utilize either a receiver-receiver approach (RBS) or a sender-receiver approach (TPSN). Our example implementation uses RBS. We first review how RBS works. In RBS, when two nodes A and B want to synchronize with each other, they need a separate beacon node. The beacon node broadcasts a beacon, which is received at T1 and T2 by A and B respectively. Specifically, let the relationship between node A's clock and node B's clock be t B = at A + b. Then, T 2 = aT 1 + b + e, where e is the non-deterministic factor, which follows a normal distribution N (0, σ 2 0 ). Hence, one pair of corresponding times (T 1, T 2) is obtained. Additional pairs can be obtained using multiple broadcast beacons. To use RBS in the cluster, the CH selects a member as the beacon node. This member sends reference beacons using a sufficiently high power level 4 for the beacons to be received by all other members and the CH. The cluster members then exchange the arrival times of the beacons with the CH and obtain multiple pairs of corresponding time instants. The cluster members will use these pairs to estimate (a i (j), b i (j)) as described in Section III-A. At this stage, all members will have synchronized with the CH except the beacon node. The CH then selects another member to send reference beacons, so that the original beacon node can synchronize with the CH.
To further conserve energy, the cluster members and the CH do not always stay active during the synchronization interval. Instead, they go to sleep if there are no beacons and wake up right before beacons arrive. Observe, however, that because of clock disagreement, the CH and the cluster members may not rendezvous with the beacon node. This leads to the loopback problem: the synchronization message itself cannot be successfully exchanged because of synchronization error. To solve this problem, the cluster members and the CH use a guard time to compensate for synchronization error. This guard time is chosen to be 3× message transmission time, while the clock disagreement is controlled such that it cannot go far beyond the message transmission time with high probability.
Using this mechanism, in all our simulations, beacons and subsequent messages can be successfully communicated.
Determining the Wake up Schedule. To determine the wake up interval, the CH first computes (w * , s * ) using the Golden Search method. The CH needs to do this computation only once. Next, the CH computes for each message p the value of σ p using Equation (3). In Equation (3), σ 0 can be obtained from measurements which have already been taken, e.g., in RBS and TPSN. The difficulty is that we do not know a i (j). However, we can bound a i (j) in the following manner. According to [17] , the maximum clock skew of most off-theshelf crystal oscillators is no larger than 100 ppm (specifically for Mica Motes, the clock skew is no larger than 50 ppm and the bounds below still hold). Therefore, 1−10 −4
We choose σ 2 p = 1.00021 2 σ 2 0 [ 1 Ns + 1
Ns
(τp−C(j,k)) 2
. This value is no less than the actual σ p , so the wake up interval will be larger than necessary and the capture probability will be slightly higher than th; yet the wake up interval is no more than 0.04% larger than necessary, which causes little degradation in the energy consumption. After σ p is obtained, the CH computes for each message p the wake up interval (w p , s p ) = (τ p + σ p w * , τ p + σ p s * ).
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Our scheduling policy intelligently compensates for the synchronization error through dynamic computation of the wake up interval. We use the implementation described in Section IV-A. Another scheme that was previously used for compensating the synchronization error assumed an upper bound on the synchronization and use it as a fixed guard time. To evaluate the performance gain of dynamic adjustment of wake up intervals, we compare the performance of our scheme with that of the following fixed wake up interval scheme: The CH wakes up L 2 earlier than the scheduled message arrival time (recall from Section III-B that the scheduled arrival time is the time that the message should arrive). If the message does not arrive until L 2 after the scheduled arrival time, the CH goes back to sleep again; otherwise, it stays active until the message is received. To make the comparison fair, we use same message arrivals for both schemes.
We set the synchronization interval to 60 seconds. During each synchronization interval, the CH transmits to each cluster member in an equispaced manner, and obtains 2 pairs of corresponding times. We adopt the model used in RBS and TPSN to characterize the synchronization error. Specifically, the synchronization error is normally distributed with zero mean, N (0, σ 2 0 ). In our simulations, we choose σ 0 = 36.5 μs, which is derived from [10] 5 . The clock skew of each node is chosen uniformly from [1 − 50 × 10 −6 , 1 + 50 × 10 −6 ] [27]. Table I summarizes the simulation parameters and other system constants. Unless otherwise specified, all the simulation results are averaged over 1000 runs. We first compare the message delivery performance of our scheme with the fixed interval scheme. From Equation
Within an epoch, the variance of the actual arrival time increases with τ p , the scheduled arrival time. This is because the clock drifts 5 In [10] , measurements show that the average absolute error is 29.1 μs. more and more as time progresses. As a result, for the fixed interval scheme, the capture rate will decrease as the scheduled arrival time increases. This is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . In the figure, we show how the capture rate changes as time goes on for both our scheme and the fixed interval scheme. We set L = 3 ms (recall that in the fixed interval scheme, the CH wakes up L 2 earlier than the scheduled arrival and stays active L 2 after the scheduled arrival). We observe that for the fixed interval scheme, the capture rate is very high at the beginning, but gradually decreases to below the threshold. If the message is scheduled to arrive near the end of the epoch (T e = 1200), then the capture rate is only 0.55. In practice, this means that the fixed interval scheme cannot provide the threshold capture rate near the end of the epoch, which is undesirable. On the other hand, our scheme dynamically selects the wake up interval, so that the capture rate is always kept at no less than the threshold.
We now study the energy consumption properties of the two schemes. In Fig. 4(b) , we vary L and compute the length of time (given as a percentage of the epoch) that the specified value of L is sufficient to give acceptable capture rates (above the threshold). For example, when L = 3 ms, percentage ≈ 50% means that if L is set to 3 ms, then for messages scheduled to arrive during the first half of the epoch, the capture rate is no less than the threshold; but if the message is scheduled to arrive during the second half of the epoch, the capture rate is lower than the threshold. Fig. 4(c) illustrates the average cluster head energy consumption per epoch with different values of L. For comparison, we also include in the figure the average energy consumption per epoch of our scheme (the straight line). Since both our scheme and the fixed interval scheme use the same synchronization protocol, they consume the same amount of energy for synchronization. Therefore, we do not account for the energy consumed for synchronization here. From Fig. 4 (a) and 4(b), we see that L = 4 ms can guarantee the threshold capture rate for only 60% of the epoch, but the energy consumption is already higher than our optimal scheduling scheme. In order to guarantee the threshold capture rate for the entire epoch, L must be set to at least 7 ms, with energy consumption 40% higher than our scheme.
We have also simulated the following combinations of parameters (please refer to Table I for the definition of these quantities): th = 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6; L p = 8, 16, 24; T e = 20, 30, 40, 50, 60; T s = 30, 60, 90, 120, 150; N s = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10; and T = 60, 120, 180, 240. The results were consistent with those discussed above, i.e., our scheme can guarantee a specified capture rate with lower energy consumption than the fixed interval scheme.
VI. ASSIGNMENT OF THE CAPTURE PROBABILITY THRESHOLD FOR QOS GUARANTEES
Thus far, we have studied the optimal sleep/wake scheduling problem under the assumption that the capture probability threshold th is already given, and is identical for messages from different cluster members. An important question is: how to assign the capture probability threshold(s) to meet the QoS requirement of the application? In contrast to most Internet applications where different users compete for network resources, in many sensor networks, a group of sensors collaborate to perform common task(s). Therefore, the QoS for sensor networks is typically not decided by the performance of any individual node, but by the collective performance of all related nodes. For example, consider an environmental monitoring system where sensor nodes periodically report to a base station. Each message contains some sensing data and represents a certain amount of "information" of the environment. The base station uses the collected information to analyze interesting properties, e.g., the chemical contaminant in an area. The service quality is defined as the accuracy of the analysis, which is determined by the total amount of information collected from all the nodes. In many sensor networks, heterogeneity may also exist among the sensor nodes. For example, some nodes may be equipped with an expensive sensor which provides high precision measurements, while others only have a low precision sensor for cost reasons. As a result, messages from different nodes may contain information of different qualities and represent different "values." To quantify the value of messages, Chen et al. [34] associate each message with a utility value to represent the amount of useful information contained in it. However, one assumption made in their work is that there is no redundancy in the network, and hence the data collected from different sensors contributes additive utilities. In reality, redundant sensors may be deployed in the sensing area, and the information collected by nearby sensors may be correlated 6 . Therefore, we associate each message with a utility value, which represents the amount of useful information contained in it; messages from the same node i have the same utility value U i , i = 1 . . . M. Unlike [34] , we consider that messages from different nodes may be correlated and exhibit redundancy. Therefore, to guarantee the service quality, the CH only needs to collect a certain proportion of the total utility. As long as this proportion is obtained, the requirement on each individual node can be chosen with flexibility. In [32] , we formulate an optimization problem for collecting this desired proportion of total utility with minimum energy consumption. Interested readers can refer to [32] for the solution and simulation results.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have studied sleep/wake scheduling for low duty cycle sensor networks. Our work is distinguished from most previous work in that we explicitly consider the effect of synchronization error in the design of sleep/wake scheduling algorithm. In contrast, most previous work on sleep/wake scheduling either assumes perfect synchronization, or assumes an upper bound on the clock disagreement and uses a fixed guard time to compensate for the synchronization error. We utilized a widely used synchronization scheme, which was proposed in the well known RBS protocol. We demonstrated that this scheme, though it achieves microsecond level synchronization immediately after the exchange of synchronization messages, turns out to have non-negligible clock disagreement as time progresses. Therefore, the effect of synchronization error cannot be ignored in sleep/wake scheduling algorithms. Simply using a fixed guard time to compensate for the synchronization error is energy inefficient. In fact, we have shown that there is a trade-off between energy consumption and message delivery performance.
In order to reduce energy consumption, and yet guarantee high message delivery performance, we have formulated an optimization problem to minimize the expected energy consumption, with constraints on the message delivery performance. Due to the non-convexity of the problem, it cannot be directly solved using conventional convex optimization techniques. By exploiting the structure of the problem, we were able to transform the original non-convex problem into a convex equivalent, and solve it. Our scheme has a low computational burden, which is important for on-line implementation. Through simulations, we have compared the performance of our optimal sleep/wake scheduling scheme to a scheme without intelligent consideration of synchronization error. Simulation results illustrated that our scheme far outperforms such schemes. We have also removed the assumption that the capture probability threshold is already given, and studied how to decide it to meet the QoS requirement of the application.
Our work has largely been motivated by sensor networks running continuous monitoring applications. While this encompasses a large class of interesting applications, our approach is not limited to such applications. The major requirement of our approach is that the sender and receiver agree upon message arrival times. This requirement can also be satisfied in many sensor applications with a hybrid data delivery pattern [36] , [37] . For example, a sensor network which monitors the concentration of a chemical can have two modes: the silent mode and the vigilant mode. When the average concentration collected from the entire network is below a certain threshold, the network is in silent mode, where nodes monitor the concentration and periodically report to the base station. When the base station finds the average concentration to exceed the threshold, it can trigger the network into vigilant mode, where transmissions can occur at any time. For such applications with a hybrid data delivery pattern, our approach is ideal for use in the silent mode.
We have focused on the single hop intra-cluster communication scenario in this work. After messages are received by the cluster head, they may need to be forwarded to the base station, potentially over multiple hops. The cluster head may also need to relay messages from other cluster heads to the base station. An important question is how to decide the sleep/wake schedules of the cluster heads over such multiple hops. Section III gave a simple example mechanism. A more efficient solution would be to develop an adaptive sleep/wake scheduling methodology, as in this paper, for inter-cluster communications. This is an open issue that merits further investigation.
